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ABSTRACT
Combat systems are a fundamental part of computer role-playing
games (RPGs). Popular media articles and online discussions suggest that players have very strong opinions on combat styles, in
particular, whether they like RPGs with real-time or turn-based
combat systems. However, there is little scientific research into
this question. With our research we aim to systematically explore
combat style preferences and determine the underlying reasons
for preferring certain types over others. To this end, we analyzed
a set of online discussions (546 posts) with regard to three broad
combat system categories: Real-Time (RT), Turn-Based (TB), and
Real-Time with Pause (RTwP). Our results suggest that while most
players indeed do have a preference for one combat style, most
players are still largely or completely open to other styles of combat.
We furthermore identify common positive and negative traits of
different combat styles and discuss implications for combat design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A key part of almost any computer role-playing game (RPG) is its
combat system; the mechanisms, features and interfaces through
which the players do battle against their adversaries, in order to
progress in the game and gain rewards. Players typically spend a
great deal of their play time engaged in battles or getting prepared
for one [6, 35].
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Combat systems in RPGs tend to be complex and consist of a
myriad features [35]. Perhaps the clearest characteristic of any combat system is whether it plays in real-time or whether it employs a
turn-based system, or something in between. In turn-based system,
combatants take turns performing actions. In real-time combat
systems, all combatants act simultaneously according to their abilities. There are also some hybrid combat systems, for example, those
that are real-time by default but contain a paused tactical mode for
issuing commands.
Combat systems in RPGs are a constant center of attention in
developer and gaming communities. For example, in indie game
communities, questions about players’ preferences regarding RPG
combat systems pop up frequently. In gaming communities, players
discuss and analyze the combat mechanics of recent and upcoming
RPGs extensively. A quick internet search reveals a plethora of
articles, polls and discussions surrounding this topic.
In games media, combat systems are often handled in dramatic
fashion. For example, the highly anticipated Baldur’s Gate III made
headlines when the developers announced that the game would
employ a fully turn-based combat system – a deviation from the
franchise’s earlier installments which employed a real-time system
with a pause option. Online articles and discussions provided passionate arguments both for and against this change [15, 24, 32]. On
a similar note, another high-profile game, Final Fantasy VII Remake,
is discussed actively because it offers two different combat modes,
a new real-time system, and a "classic" turn-based mode seemingly
to please the fans of the original Final Fantasy VII [21, 27].
All in all, based on online articles and discussions, one might be
quick to assume that players of computer RPGs are clearly divided
between those who prefer turn-based combat systems, and those
who prefer real-time. However, we lack a systematic investigation into the combat system preferences of players as well
as into the fundamental reasons behind these preferences.
To this end, we conducted an analysis of online discussions (546
posts) to understand player preferences regarding combat systems
in computer RPGs. Our main research questions were:
• RQ1: How strongly are gamers divided in their preferences
for real-time and turn-based combat systems in RPGs?
• RQ2: What are the perceived strengths and weaknesses of
different combat systems?
Our pre-analysis showed that while many online discussions are
content with grouping RPG combat systems into Real-Time (RT)
and Turn-Based (TB), many players also distinguish a separate
option that plays real-time by default but can be paused to enter
a more tactical mode for issuing commands. We call this mode
Real-Time with Pause (RTwP). Our subsequent analyses were
then conducted accounting for these three primary combat styles.
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Our results suggest that players often have a primary preference for one combat style, but they are still largely open
to other combat styles. In our data, 58.1% expressed openness
to all combat styles, regardless of whether they had a preference.
Players commonly stated that different combat styles cater to different needs, and therefore they potentially enjoy all kinds of combat
styles. We then identified strengths and weaknesses in different
combat styles as perceived by players.
RT systems were perceived as more fitting for single-character
RPGs and for games that emphasize action and fluidity. They were
appreciated for their intensity, offering adrenaline rushes and excitement. Managing party members and relying on AI companions
were seen as problematic. In contrast, TB and RTwP were perceived
as well suited for party-based RPGs and were appreciated for their
tactical depth. TB was uniquely appreciated for its relaxed gameplay,
and RTwP was appreciated for its balance of action and strategy.
Our paper provides valuable insight into player preferences and
expectations towards three broadly defined styles of combat (RT,
TB, and RTwP). Our results firstly suggest that we should dismiss
the notion that most players are heavily preferring one combat
style over others. Second, we provide an overview of the perceived
strengths and weaknesses of each combat style, and provides implications for design. Third, we provide pointers for computer RPGs
that players highly value for their combat systems. We especially
see that this work is valuable to indie and solo developers who want
to learn more about their target audience while designing combat
systems for computer RPGs.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide a brief outlook on the definitions and
nature of computer RPGs, after which we present an overview of
existing research regarding preferences and motivating factors of
video game players.

2.1

On the Definition of Computer RPGs

Video game genres are difficult to define clearly. They are constantly evolving, new subgenres are emerging, and genres overlap
with each other [1, 2, 16, 23, 43]. Computer role-playing games are,
perhaps, particularly tricky in this respect. Role-playing games in
general take various forms and fully digital computer RPGs are just
one of them, and the definitions of RPGs may vary across formats
[22, 40]. Different formats, such as pen-and-paper RPGs and CRPGs,
may also have different strengths and weaknesses [40].
Hitchens and Drachen [22] note that although there is no widely
accepted definition for an RPG, players still perceive that they know
when something is an RPG. In contrast, Drachen et al. [17] state
that although RPGs vary across and within formats, RPGs still
"share a focus on providing the player with a character that grows
and develops through play experience". In the context of CRPGs,
Stenström and Björk [35] put emphasis on combat mechanics and
character development, such as improving the attributes and abilities
of the player character(s) as they progress in the game.
In summary, clearly defining what counts as a computer RPG is
difficult. In this paper however, we seek to understand how players
perceive and discuss combat systems in RPGs, and and how strong
their preferences are. Our analysis of online discussions lends itself
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well to this perspective, since we do not interfere with the players’
ideas of what constitutes an RPG.
Following the player perspective, we focus on broad categories of combat systems. We argue that this is necessary to
allow reasonable comparisons and categorizations within data collected from multiple websites and threads. Moreover, we argue
that players likely perceive combat systems in CRPGs more simply
than what researchers may be interested in when analyzing various
types of RPGs and combat systems (e.g., [35]).
We take turn-based (TB) and real-time (RT) systems as our
starting point, since they appear most commonly in games media and online discussions as a way to describe different types of
computer RPGs, and the clashes between these two combat styles
among gaming communities [15, 20, 21, 24, 27, 29, 32] are an important motivation for this research. In addition, as we describe
in the next chapter, we conduct a pre-analysis of our data, based
on which we add a third combat system category to our analysis:
real-time with pause (RTwP).

2.2

Player Types, Preferences, and Motivations

Prior games research has attempted to gain an understanding of
different types of players and their preferences and motivations. In
his seminal work, Richard Bartle dinstinguised between four types
of players [3]: killers, achievers, socialisers, and explorers. This work
has since been expanded to cover more players in broader contexts
[4, 5], and many other researchers have also presented player types
[7, 8, 28, 42, 44] or categorized the motivating factors of players
[41, 45, 46] or their preferences [39].
Player types, playing styles, preferences and motivations have
been further linked to many factors, such as personality traits
[18, 26, 28, 30, 36], age [9, 39, 46, 47], and gender [9, 31, 39, 46,
49]. Still, an important point for our research is that players do
not belong solely to one single category. Rather, current player
models acknowledge that players exhibit qualities from several
or all categories – some are simply more dominant than others
[4, 36, 39, 46, 48, 50].
In the context of computer RPGs, prior research has studied
the different motivations that drive players [41, 46]. Tondello et
al. [39] investigated the relationship between different groups of
game elements and different playing styles. Their work suggests
that real-time and turn-based combat appeal to different playing
styles. At the same time, other work suggests that different kinds
of RPGs and related genres (MMORPGs, RPGs, action RPGs, turnbased strategy, and real-time strategy) still appeal to players who
share similar personality traits [30].
Based on existing research, it is difficult to say how the players’
preferences on combat systems will be divided, as some studies
suggest stronger divisions than others. At the same time, games
research tends to operate on a higher level, focusing on personality
traits and player archetypes, and does not necessarily reach the
intricacies of various combat systems in RPGs.
We also highlight that we aim to look beyond the preferences of
players, and analyze the strength of their preferences and whether
there is openness to combat systems that are not within these preferences. We aim to offer a practical outlook on combat systems in
RPGs that game designers and can use to make informed decisions.

Player Preferences for Real-Time and Turn-Based Combat Systems in Computer RPGs

3

ONLINE META ANALYSIS

To address our research questions, we conducted a meta-analysis
of online discussions about combat systems in RPGs.

3.1

Data Collection and Filtering

We searched for online discussions that dealt with preferences
between real-time and other (e.g., turn-based) combat mechanics
in CRPGs. We followed a multi-step approach where we 1) located
relevant forums, 2) within those forums identified threads that
discussed the topic, and 3) collected and filtered posts from the
threads:
Step 1: Forum identification. In this step we used a Google
search (February, 2020) with the keywords “RPG”, “turn based”,
“real time”, “combat” and “preference” in various combinations (3, 4,
and all 5 words). We chose these keywords as the clashes between
these two combat styles were the starting point for our work. Out
of result sets (typically the first 50 results) we manually identified
links that represented forums.
Step 2: Thread identification. Within the identified forums,
we searched for suitable discussion threads using the same keywords and combinations. We set requirements that suitable threads
must 1) include some of the search keywords, 2) discuss preferences
between combat systems instead of discussing a specific combat
system/style, and 3) not be about a specific game or series.
This way, we discovered 17 discussion threads from eight
different websites (Table 1). Out of these 17 threads, 12 threads
were concerned with computer RPGs overall, without including
limitations in the discussion. Four threads were in the context of
JRPGs, and one in the context of "rule-intense RPGs" (RPGs that
utilize rule systems such as Dungeons & Dragons).
Many of the included discussions contained polls. We did not
account for them because they forced respondents to choose from
limited options, and in any case we were not interested merely in
the popularity of different combat styles. Instead, we focused on
the posts for richer insights.
Step 3: Filtering. From the identified discussion threads, we
copied the posts in an Excel sheet. We filtered out posts that clearly
did not contribute to the topic (e.g., off-topic and rude posts). This
process resulted in a total collection of 546 posts.

3.2

Pre-Analysis: Primary Combat Styles

To begin our work, we analyzed the threads to identify which
combat styles were commonly discussed or perceived by players. In
all of the analyzed threads, discussion starters provided options for
respondents (shown in Table 1). In all cases, some forms of RealTime combat (RT) and Turn-Based combat (TB) were present.
Another option was Real-Time with Pause (RTwP). RTwP
refers to combat systems where the action is real-time by default
but can be paused to issue commands and analyze the situation (e.g.,
Baldur’s Gate, Dragon Age: Origins). In other words, pausing the
action is a designed and fundamental mechanic of combat (being
able to pause the game for a break or for saving, loading, etc. does
not make it RTwP)
RTwP was a separate starting option in five threads. In the 546
collected posts, RTwP appeared 110 times (addressed as "RTwP",
"real-time with pause" or "real time with pause"). Since its strong
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presence in the discussions despite not usually being a starting
option, we included RTwP as part of our analysis.
Active Time Battle (ATB) appeared as an option in three threads.
ATB refers to a style where combatants get a turn whenever their
turn progress bar is full (e.g., Final Fantasy VII [33]). The bars fill
over time, according to various factors. In the discussions, ATB (addressed as "ATB" or "active time battle") appeared 32 times, which
was insufficient to be included in the analysis as a separate combat
style. Most players perceived ATB as a turn-based system without
the need to separate the two. One more option that appeared in
the starting posts was "time-based turns". However, this only appeared as a starting option in one thread and was not commonly
distinguished in the subsequent posts, so this option was excluded.
Therefore, we identified three primary combat styles: RealTime (RT), Real-Time with Pause (RTwP), and Turn-Based
(TB). In the following, we briefly describe these combat styles
based on our overall understanding gained through analyzing the
posts. We do not seek to define these categories comprehensively,
but to provide a general overview of each combat style. However, it
is worth noting that there are varying perceptions of these combat
styles among players, and that some combat systems fit a specific
category more clearly than others.
3.2.1 Real-Time (RT). The key characteristic of RT systems is that
all, or almost all, of the gameplay takes place in real-time. A good
example of a real-time combat system is Dark Souls [19], where the
player controls their character at all times, and is directly responsible for every action, such as walking, running, dodging, blocking,
parrying, and attacking. Players must often think on their feet and
remain vigilant (e.g., be ready to dodge an incoming attack from a
surprising direction).
It is worth noting that in many RT systems, combat can still be
paused to access menus and perform certain actions such as change
equipment or use items. Hence, the line between RT systems and
RTwP systems may occasionally be blurry, and as we discuss in this
paper, not all players acknowledged RTwP as a separate combat
style. However, generally it would seem that pausing mechanics
in RT systems are more specialized and not necessarily a part of
the core combat gameplay loop, and pausing might be more out of
necessity than anything else (e.g., the action is paused as the player
is scrolling through their inventory).
While many RT systems only include a single character, it is fairly
common for RT systems to have party members. Party members
are often controlled by an AI, although players can usually assign
explicit commands to party members or adjust the AI’s behavior.
Many such systems also allow changing the "lead" character, i.e.,
players can decide which character to assume full control of.
3.2.2 Real-Time with Pause (RTwP). In RTwP systems, combat has
two main modes: real-time mode, where the battle progresses and
combatants perform actions, and paused tactical mode, where players assign commands to their characters, evaluate the battle conditions, and plan their next moves. In contrast to the paused functions
seen in some RT systems, a paused mode in a RTwP system is generally a more pervasive part of gameplay and more comprehensive in
its functions. RTwP therefore relies less on reactive gameplay and
more on tactical prowess. The paused mode can often be accessed
freely, and commands can be assigned to any or all party members.
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Website

URL

Beamdog

https://forums.beamdog.com/discussion/60303/turnbased-real-time-with-pause

Facebook
Gamefaqs

Indie Game Developers group
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/691087playstation-4/78434659
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/691087playstation-4/78426882
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/691087playstation-4/77893878
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/189706-nintendoswitch/78519741
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/189706-nintendoswitch/77515989
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/691087playstation-4/73005725
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/691087playstation-4/72943440
https://gamefaqs.gamespot.com/boards/691087playstation-4/75200560
https://www.quora.com/Do-you-prefer-RPG-s-to-haveaction-combat-or-turn-based-Why
https://www.reddit.com/r/gamedesign/comments/
7zcv73/turn_based_vs_real_time/
https://www.reddit.com/r/rpg_gamers/comments/
b4urq9/in_rpgs_do_you_prefer_turnbased_realtime_with/
https://www.reddit.com/r/rpg_gamers/comments/
50hehe/what_type_of_combat_do_you_prefer_real_time/
https://forum.rpg.net/index.php?threads/rpgs-turnbased-or-real-time.858926/
https://www.rpgwatch.com/forums/
showthread.php?t=44657
https://forum.unity.com/threads/rpg-battlesystems.55075/

Gamefaqs
Gamefaqs
Gamefaqs
Gamefaqs
Gamefaqs
Gamefaqs
Gamefaqs
Quora
Reddit
Reddit
Reddit
RPGnet
RPGWatch
Unity
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Included
Posts
45

Combat Styles Provided by
Original Poster
RT, RTwP, TB

Context

16
39

RT, TB, ATB
RT, TB

Rules-intense
RPGs
All RPGs
JRPGs

33

RT, TB

JRPGs

48

TB, RT

JRPGs

31

RT, TB

All RPGs

25

RT, TB, ATB

JRPGs

35

RT, TB

All RPGs

7

RT, TB

All RPGs

53

RT, TB

All RPGs

12

RT, TB

All RPGs

12

RT, TB

All RPGs

90

RT, RTwP, TB

All RPGs

24

RT, RTwP, TB

All RPGs

36

RT, RTwP, TB

All RPGs

29

RT, RTwP, TB, Time-based turns

All RPGs

11

RT, TB, ATB

All RPGs

546
Table 1: An overview of the 17 discussion threads included in the analysis. Threads last accessed on April 21, 2020.

Most, if not all, RTwP games are party-based, i.e., the player
controls several characters. However, the exact ways of controlling
these characters vary between games. For example, in Baldur’s Gate
[11], the action is observed from a top-down view, and character
abilities are chosen from a command bar. In contrast, Dragon Age:
Inquisition [10] can be played much like a party-based RT system
when the paused mode is not on, as the player can assume direct
control of one party member.
It is worth noting that accessing the paused tactical mode is not
always necessary. In both of the above examples [10, 11], easier
fights may be handled completely in real-time, while challenging
fights might require active utilization of the tactical mode.
3.2.3 Turn-Based (TB). In turn-based systems, combatants act in
turns, usually one at a time. Other combatants are typically unable
to move or perform actions outside of their own turn. Thus, the
pace of turn-based systems is more controlled, and the focus is
on tactical choices and party management. This focus is similar to
RTwP but the turn-based mechanics make the two clearly distinct.

Turn order and number of turns may be defined by various factors, such as the combatants’ attributes and overall conditions of the
combat situation. In some TB systems, certain combatants may get
more turns than others. For example, it is common that particularly
challenging foes get more turns than usual. Many TB systems add
tactical depth through mechanics that allow manipulating turns,
such as actions that delay an enemy combatant’s turn or prevent it
altogether (e.g., [25, 33]).
The content of a turn varies between systems, but the general
idea behind TB systems is that each character has an array of actions
to choose from but can only perform a limited number of them per
turn, and hence players must make smart decisions regarding what
each of their characters do in combat. For example, in many JRPGs
such as Final Fantasy VII [33], a combatant’s turn consists of only
one action. Another typical case is that combatants have a number
of action points to spend per turn, and certain actions require more
points than others (e.g., Divinity: Original Sin [25]).

Player Preferences for Real-Time and Turn-Based Combat Systems in Computer RPGs

Preference
Neutral
Strong preference for one style
Preference for one style but open
to all
Preference for one style but open
to another
Strong preference for two styles
Preference for two styles but
open

3.3

Categories
1
3

Explanation
Equal preference to all styles or no preference at all.
Preference for one combat style without any expressed openness towards,
or positive remarks about other styles (or clearly stated dislike towards the
other styles).
3
Preference for one of the three combat styles but with expressed openness
towards, or positive remarks for, other combat styles.
6
Preference for one of the three combat styles but with expressed openness
towards, or positive remarks for, another combat style but not the third style.
3
Equally strong preference for two combat styles, with no expressed openness
towards the third style (or clearly stated dislike towards the third style).
3
Equal preference for two combat styles, but with expressed openness towards,
or positive remarks for, the third style.
Table 2: An overview of the 19 preference categories.

Analysis 1: Combat Style Preferences

In the first round of analyses, we focused on collecting insights on
the overall preferences of combat systems in computer RPGs. We
used thematic analysis to group similar responses together, which
were based on the three primary combat styles, the strength of the
stated preference, and any expressed openness towards one or more
of the remaining combat styles. Through this process we ended up
with 19 preference categories (Table 2).
In this way, we categorized 470 posts (86% of the full data set),
as not all posts provided a preference of their own (while they still
might have provided insights that we used later in our analysis).
Preferences were counted only once from each poster; the content
on the same user’s subsequent posts were combined and so we
utilized the content from all posts even though they only counted
as one “opinion”.
An important note here, however, is that even though many
players and discussion starters did make clear distinctions between
RT and RTwP, in many discussions real-time combat was referred
to as "action combat". In some cases, it was unclear whether this
referred to strictly real-time systems or if it also included RTwP
systems. In these cases, we made judgment calls based on the exact
wording in the post and the general tone of the discussion. Partly
because of this, we refrain from making direct comparisons between
the popularity of different combat styles. We discuss this limitation
further towards the end of this paper.

3.4
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Analysis 2: Perceptions of Combat Styles

In the second round of analysis, we used thematic analysis to identify commonly perceived strengths and weaknesses of different
combat styles. From the original data set, we included posts that
expressed any perceived qualities – positive or negative – of any of
the combat styles. This comprised 240 posts. We then separated
individual points from each post and assigned them to the corresponding combat styles (RT, RTwP or TB), and separated negative
and positive points. We then grouped thematically similar remarks
together and identified the most commonly perceived qualities.

3.5

Analysis 3: Popular Combat Systems

In the final round, we looked into which computer RPGs were
commonly mentioned as having a good combat system.
We note that it was not always clear whether players were referring to games in a positive manner specifically because of the
combat system, or because they overall liked said games. Nonetheless, all discussions were in the context of combat systems, and
therefore it is more likely than not that a game was mentioned at
least partly because of its combat. Therefore, we took an inclusive
approach and included all occurrences where games were mentioned in a positive light – unless it was specified that they liked a
game for reasons other than combat. Mentions of games that were
negative (e.g., disliking a game) or neutral (e.g., mentioning a game
to demonstrate a gameplay feature) were not included. Using these
criteria, we included a total of 380 occurrences from 148 posts,
which contained 178 unique games or games series.
Posters sometimes referred to specific games and sometimes to
games series overall. We analyzed these occurrences on a case-bycase basis. We also factored in the perceived differences between
the installments in the series. For example, some posters wrote
about the combat in Divinity: Original Sin and some in Divinity:
Original Sin II. Since there are no major differences between the
combat systems in the two installments, we grouped them together.
The same applied for almost all cases. Similar procedures have been
used in prior research to identify and group games [37, 38].
The only clear exception was the Final Fantasy franchise. The
earlier installments have utilized turn-based systems, whereas the
more recent installments have been real-time. This was evident in
the posts as well; posters who referred to the series almost always
specified whether they were referring to turn-based or real-time
installments in the series (for better or worse). We therefore grouped
this franchise separately to turn-based and real-time installments.

4

RESULTS

In this chapter, we first present the results on combat style preferences, after which we present the most commonly reported positive
and negative aspects of different combat styles. Finally, we list CRPG
series that were commonly perceived positively.
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Figure 1: Combat style preference distribution in analyzed online discussions (470 posts). LEFT: Detailed distribution of preferences across the 19 preference categories. MIDDLE: The majority of players (58.1%) expressed being open to all styles of
combat. RIGHT: A simplified figure showing the primary preferred combat style of players. Regardless of their openness to
other styles, 65.1% of players expressed a primary preference. 10.6% expressed an equal preference between two combat styles.
The remaining 24.3% did not have a preference.

4.1

Combat Style Preferences

The distribution of posts in all 19 categories is presented in Figure 1
(left). The most popular category was the neutral option (no
preference at all, or equal preference for all combat styles), in which
we assigned 24.3% of the posts.
Out of the strong preferences for one combat style, TB was the
most popular option (17.2%), followed by RT (5.5%) and RTwP (2.8%).
Of the strong preferences between two styles, the most popular was
RT+TB (3.8%), followed by RT+RTwP (1.5%) and TB+RTwP (1.1%).
However, these results do not necessarily indicate that TB is
more widely preferred than others, as it is likely affected by the
demographics in the analyzed forums as well as partly by the options provided by the discussion starters. Our paper is not about
comparing the popularity between combat styles.
A far more interesting result is the general trend that many
respondents were open to other combat styles despite having a
preference. Out of these categories, the most popular was TB but
open to others (18.9%), RT but open to others (8.3%), RTwP but open
to others (2.3%), RT+TB but open to RTwP (1.5%), RT+RTwP but
open to TB (1.5%), and TB+RTwP but open to RT (1.1%).
Putting these categories together with the neutral responses,
then, 58.1% of all posts expressed being open to other combat
styles, even though more than half of these posts did state an
overall preference (Figure 1, middle).
The remaining six categories are those that had a preference for
one style but expressed being open to another style, but not the
third one. Out of these, the most popular was TB but open to RTWP
(2.8%), followed by TB but open to RT (2.6%), RTwP but open to TB
(2.3%), RT but open to TB (1.1%), RT but open to RTwP (0.6%), and
RTwP but open to RT (0.6%).
Putting together all the categories besides the strong preferences
for just one style, then, 74.5% of posts expressed at least some level
of openness beyond just one combat style. At the same time, 65.1%
of posts expressed a preference towards one combat style (Figure 1,
right): TB (41.5%), RT (15.5%), and RTwP (8.1%).

REAL-TIME
Strengths
Weaknesses
-Suitable for single-character -Problems with party members
systems
(controlling is difficult or AI
-Full and immediate control of does not do a satisfactory job)
character (can react at all times, - Button mashing
dodge attacks, "real" playing in- - Simple (generic, boring, dull,
stead of navigating menus)
mindless)
-Skill over strategy and time
- Requires physical skill (quick
-Intensity (adrenaline, excite- reactions, dexterity, timing)
ment, engagement, stay on - Pressure and stress (no time
your toes)
to think, quick decisions required)
-Fast and fluid action
-Accessible
Positively Perceived Series
Dark Souls
Tales (e.g., Tales of Symphonia)
Ys
Xenoblade
Table 3: Real-Time combat systems: perceived strengths and
weaknesses and positively perceived series.

4.2

Perceptions of Combat Styles

We identified commonly perceived strengths and weaknesses of
different combat styles (Tables 3, 4, and 5).
4.2.1 Real-Time Combat Systems. For real-time combat systems
(Table 3), the most commonly identified positive trait was their suitability for controlling single characters. Similarly, the most
commonly perceived negative trait were problems with more than
one combatant. On one hand, controlling several party members
was perceived as tedious, and on the other hand, the performance
of AI-controlled party members was perceived as lacking. Some
players also noted that they simply did not trust that the AI would
do a good enough job and hence felt the need to take over.
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TURN-BASED
Strengths
Weaknesses
-Party management (precise -Slow (overall slow battle speed,
and full control of all charac- a lot of waiting between turns
ters)
especially with many enemies,
-Tactical depth
slow and unskippable anima-Diversity and options (more tions)
options to choose from, more -Boring/tedious (lack of variskills and abilities, more cus- ety, too many trash fights, too
tomization)
much fighting overall, watch-Relaxed and unrushed (can ing the same animations over
take time to think about the and over)
next moves, can relax, can -Lack of challenge (battles do
do something else simultane- not require players to strateously)
gize and make full use of
their abilities, battles are predictable)
Positively Perceived Series
Divinity: Original Sin
Final Fantasy (turn-based installments)
XCOM
Dragon Quest
Table 4: Turn-Based combat systems: perceived strengths
and weaknesses and positively perceived series.

Some players praised the responsive and dynamic control of
their character provided by RT: they could react to events during
combat, dodge attacks, and jump over obstacles. Similarly, players
perceived that RT puts them more in the action, controlling the
character directly, as opposed to, e.g., navigating through menus.
This also meant that RT was perceived as more intense and exciting.
Besides problems with party members, RT systems were commonly criticised for being too simple or generic, where button
mashing was enough to succeed in battle without much thinking.
On a similar note, players also criticized that many RT combat
systems were too simplistic to begin with, consisting of only a few
different moves. Some players disliked the focus on physical skill,
like quick reactions, dexterity, and timing, over tactical skill. Especially some older players noted that their speed is no longer what
it used to be, and were thus more interested in relaxed gameplay.
Finally, some players disliked the pressure and stress imposed by
real time systems, who perceived that there was not enough time
to think about their actions.
4.2.2 Turn-Based Combat Systems. In contrast to RT, turn-based
combat systems (Table 4) were perceived as very suitable for partybased RPGs, where players could control each party member with
precision. TB was also praised for its tactical depth, where thinking
and planning is emphasized over reaction speed and dexterity.
TB was also commonly seen as more diverse and complex than
RT systems, where players have more options in battle, and where
characters tend to have more abilities to choose from and there
are more customization options overall. This perceived diversity is
likely linked to how players perceive TB systems as party-based
systems, as opposed to RT (controlling several characters logically
opens up possibilities).
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REAL-TIME WITH PAUSE
Strengths
Weaknesses
-Party management (precise - Too much micromanagement
and full control of all charac- (issuing commands is tedious,
ters)
commands need to be issued
-Control over the flow of battle often, pausing kills the flow)
-Balance between action and -Difficulty balancing action and
strategy (speed through easy management (difficulty is defights vs. pause and strategize pendent on how often one
with difficult fights)
pauses, pausing is required to
-Suitable for games with a lot be effective, combat is messy
of fighting
without pausing)
-Tactical depth
Positively Perceived Series
Baldur’s Gate
Dragon Age
Might & Magic
Table 5: Real-Time with Pause combat systems: perceived
strengths and weaknesses and positively perceived series.
Another positive aspect of TB was that the gameplay tends to be
relaxed and unrushed. For players, this meant that they could think
about their next move in peace. An interesting habitual remark was
that some players noted that with turn-based systems, they can
"chill" and do something else while they are playing, like browse
the internet or chat with friends. Some also noted that they have
children or other causes for interruptions, and that a TB system is
easier to pause and get back into than other combat systems.
The most commonly perceived weaknesses with TB revolved
around similar themes, as many players noted that TB system are–
or can be–slow, boring, and tedious. Most commonly, TB systems
tend to progress slowly, especially with many enemies, slow moving
speeds, and long or unskippable animations. For many players, this
led to boredom. Many players noted that there is often too much
fighting overall. In particular, it was noted that so-called trash fights
(where players fight common enemies with little challenge) get
boring quickly, but they often still take a long time to get through.
Finally, some players noted that many turn-based RPGs lack
challenge, which makes the fights predictable and do not require
much thinking. In other words, it was occasionally perceived that
TB systems can under-utilize their own mechanics, i.e., complex
skills and tactics are available, but they are not required to succeed.
4.2.3 Real-Time with Pause Combat Systems. RTwP systems shared
some similar qualities with TB systems (Table 5). Most clearly,
RTwP was also seen as suitable for systems with several party
members, as RTwP lends itself better for issuing exact commands
for all members than RT systems. Another similarity was that RTwP
was also appreciated for its tactical emphasis, where strategy and
thinking is more important than physical skill.
In addition, RTwP was uniquely appreciated for its mix of action
and strategy, and the ability to control the flow and pacing of battles.
Most importantly, this meant that players could speed through easy
fights quickly without having to pause, but could take their time
with challenging battles. In contrast to TB, RTwP was therefore
seen as suitable for games with a lot of fighting (or with a lot of
"trash" fights).
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At the same time, RTwP was criticised for involving too much
micromanagement, which was sometimes tedious and affected the
flow of the game. On a related note, some players complained that to
be effective, they need to pause frequently, and that going without
pausing is not necessarily a reasonable option at all.

4.3

Positively Perceived Combat Systems

Finally, we looked into which CRPGs were commonly mentioned
in the discussions as examples of good combat systems (Tables
3, 4, 5, bottom). The most commonly mentioned RPG series with
real-time combat were Dark Souls, Tails, Ys, and Xenoblade. For
turn-based systems, the most common were Divinity: Original Sin,
Final Fantasy (turn-based installments), XCOM, and Dragon Quest.
For RTwP systems, the most common were Baldur’s Gate, Dragon
Age, and Might & Magic.
In this paper, we do not dive deeper into these RPG series because
posters did not usually offer detailed explanations as to why they
perceived the reported games or combat systems positively. Nevertheless, it might be worthwhile to study these CRPGs to gain more
insight into the design of positively perceived combat systems.

5

DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we discuss the main takeaways and design implications derived from our results. Then, we discuss the limitations of
our work and present directions for future work.

5.1

Most Players Are Open About Combat
Styles in CRPGs

Our primary finding is that most players are largely or completely open to all combat styles. This set of players consists of
those who are completely neutral about their preferences, and those
who have a primary combat style preference but still remain open
to other styles. Therefore, players with very strong preferences are
a smaller group than anticipated.
Many players explained that different combat systems "scratch a
different itch", that is, they cater to different needs. This perception
is also supported by the perceived strengths and weaknesses in
different combat styles. In particular, RT and TB systems had very
different, almost opposite positive qualities. While RTwP shared
some positive aspects with TB, they both still had unique positive
and negative qualities.
While players can be open about their combat style preferences,
the preferences seem to be linked to a number of expectations and other qualities of the game. The most popular factor
was that RT was seen as more suitable for single-character games,
whereas TB and RTwP were more clearly for party-based systems.
RT systems were also perceived as more focused on physical skill
(e.g., quick reactions, timing, dexterity) and quick thinking, whereas
TB and RTwP were more focused on tactical depth.
We also argue that the number of players being open about combat styles could be even higher. Our data came from discussions
where players were specifically asked to choose one over the others.
This might have tipped some respondents to simply state their preference without expressing anything else. None of the discussions
asked about the players’ openness towards other combat styles at
all, and yet, many respondents wanted to point this out.
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In our primary result we might observe traces of the high-level
trend, that while players often have a dominant player type and
primary motivators, they still display other tendencies to various
degrees [4, 36, 39, 46, 48, 50]. Even then, the level of openness
towards different combat styles was stronger than anticipated.
Going back to our starting point, we might still wonder about
why we find such opinionated pieces in games media and online
discussions. While this could partly be attributed to a loud minority,
it may also be that some of the strong opinions are generated not
by a certain style of combat, but by change. Players feel strong emotions playing video games [12, 13] and build attachments to games
and game characters [14]. It may be that fundamental changes to
beloved video game series feel threatening. In our data, we also
found comments where posters stated that even though they preferred a certain style of combat, they still would not want those
series to change to it that are known for other styles.

5.2

Implications for Design

Based on the commonly reported pitfalls of different combat styles,
we provide some high-level considerations for combat design.
5.2.1 Real-Time Combat Systems. Real-time systems were commonly criticized for their problems with more than one party member, where controlling several party members was tedious, or AIcontrolled party members did not perform sufficiently. This does
not necessarily mean that RT is not at all suitable for group-based
systems; rather, it might mean that current systems do not perform
very well in this regard. In the case of real-time party-based RPGs,
special attention should be therefore paid to fluid control of party
members and/or better AI control. A source of inspiration might be
the Gambit system in Final Fantasy XII [34], which received praise
from respondents. The Gambit system allows players to assign detailed behavioral rules to party members, according to which they
act, but can still be controlled manually.
5.2.2 Turn-Based Combat Systems. Turn-based systems were criticized for being slow and boring, mostly because of the high frequency and length of battles and the amount of waiting during
battles (both during and outside of player turns). One consideration, then, is that TB games should consider limiting the amount
of fighting and introduce alternative ways to progress and be rewarded. For example, in Baldur’s Gate [11] and Divinity: Original
Sin [25], fighting can often be avoided using various skills and
dialogue choices, which can lead to equal rewards. An additional
consideration is to limit the number of "trash" fights or offer ways
to skip or prevent them. For example, in some games, enemies that
are considerably weaker no longer attack the player.
To minimize waiting times during battles, an easy consideration
is that combatants (enemies as well as player-controlled characters)
should move at a decent pace during their turn, and animations
should be short yet descriptive.
5.2.3 Real-Time with Pause Combat Systems. RTwP systems were
criticized by some for involving too much micromanagement, and
for the need to pause frequently to issue commands. At the same
time, fans of RTwP precisely liked the fact that they had full control
over when to pause and when to let the fight unfold in real-time,
and some also liked the high amount of micromanagement.
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To allow less frequent pausing without hindering those who
like to pause often, a good consideration is to allow allow chaining
commands; that is, players can assign multiple commands to each
character at once, and the characters execute them in the given
order. Hence, pausing is required less often. Some RTwP games
already allow this; however, it may be that the games do not highlight this well enough and some players are simply not aware of the
possibility, or that chaining commands is simply not fluent enough.

5.3

Limitations and Generalizability

A limitation of our online meta analysis is that we lack background
information on the posters, for example, their gaming preferences
and habits at large as well as their personality traits. For further
investigations, we would likely need to more directly enquire about
players’ preferences and their openness towards combat styles
beyond their preferences.
Moreover, our results should not be taken as an indication of the
popularity of different combat styles (and this was not our focus
either). In our data, turn-based combat systems were preferred by
players significantly more often than RT and RTwP. We believe
that RT and RTwP systems may be more popular, and that players
may be more open towards them than our data indicates.
The prevalence of TB systems were likely affected by the demographics in the analyzed forums, and the options and context
provided by the discussion starters. For example, some threads focused on JRPGs, and one forum was primarily a forum for table-top
RPGs, so the player base may have been more inclined towards TB.
Cultural differences may also be a factor in the popularity, as many
of the most popular JRPGs have traditionally been turn-based, such
as prior installments in the Final Fantasy and Dragon Quest series.
Similarly, the popularity of RTwP systems was likely affected
by the discussion starters, who did not always provide RTwP as an
option. It was also sometimes unclear whether players were referring strictly to real-time systems or also RTwP systems. This might
suggest, though, that some players do not distinguish between
RT and RTwP systems, or that RTwP systems are generally more
diverse. This is especially interesting because when considering
the perceived strengths and weaknesses of different combat styles,
RTwP seemed to be much closer to TB and RT. There were also
some posts where posters grouped TB and RTwP systems together.
Therefore, it would seem that players have mixed perceptions of
RTwP, but nonetheless enough players distinguish it from other
combat styles so that it should not be ignored.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we looked into how players prefer and perceive different combat systems in computer role-playing games (RPGs). We
collected and analyzed a set of online discussions (546 posts) about
combat system preferences.
We identified three primary combat system categories: realtime (RT), turn-based (TB), and real-time with pause (RTwP).
Real-time and turn-based systems were largely identified in all
discussions. Real-time with pause was somewhat less frequent but
nonetheless important for a noticeable number of players. Our
further analysis showed RTwP was perceived very differently from
RT, highlighting the need to acknowledge it as a separate category
even when operating with broad categories.
Our primary finding is that while most players do have a
preference for one type of combat, they are still largely open
to others styles of combat. In our data, 58.1% stated being largely
or completely open to other styles, regardless of their primary
preference. Another 16,4% had a preference for two combat styles
or were at least open to two, but not the third style. The remaining
25.5% of players did not express any openness towards other styles
beyond their primary preference. Considering our method and the
context of the analyzed discussions, we believe that the number of
players who are open to other combat styles may be even greater.
We furthermore gathered overall perceptions of the different
combat styles. Real-time combat systems were perceived as suitable
for single-character RPGs, and praised for their intensity and responsive controls. However, managing party members and relying
on AI companions were seen as problematic, and RT systems were
often criticized for being too simple. In contrast, TB and RTwP were
seen as well suited for party-based RPGs and were appreciated for
their tactical depth. TB was uniquely appreciated for its relaxed
gameplay but critized for being slow, and RTwP was appreciated
for its balance of action and strategy but critized for the amount of
micromanagement.
Our work provides valuable insight for developers and researchers
about player preferences for, and perceptions of, different styles of
combat in computer RPGs. For future work, we suggest a deeper
investigation into player preferences for combat systems and the
players’ perceptions of different combat styles. A deeper investigation is likely to reveal more detailed trends that could be linked
to, e.g., various player types and player traits, as well as different
demographic characteristics.
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